Jordan Belfort
World’s #1 Sales Trainer, Investment Guru &
Entrepreneurship Expert

In the 1990s, Jordan Belfort built one of the most
dynamic and successful sales organizations in Wall
Street history. During that time, he soared to the
highest financial heights, earning over $50 million a
year, a feat that earned him the name “The Wolf of
Wall Street.”

Jordan's biography
About Jordan Belfort
As the owner of Stratton Oakmont, Belfort employed over 1,000 stockbrokers and raised over $1.5 billion
and started more than 30 million-dollar-companies from scratch.
He’s acted as a consultant to more than fifty public companies, and has been written about in virtually
every major newspaper and magazine in the world, including The New York Times, The Wall Street
Journal, The Los Angeles Times, The London Times, The Herald Tribune, Le Monde, Corriere della
Serra, Forbes, Business Week, Paris Match and Rolling Stone.
Along the way, he succumbed to some of the traps of the high-flying Wall Street lifestyle, going through a
spectacular, and well-publicized, fall from grace. Learning invaluable lessons from his mistakes and
money lost, he re-emerged to become a globally recognized potent force behind extraordinary business
successes for himself and others.
Today, Jordan Belfort’s proprietary Straight Line Persuasion System is better than ever. The Straight
Line System enables him to empower any company or individual, regardless of background, to create
massive wealth, abundance, and entrepreneurial success, without sacrificing integrity or ethics.
Jordan’s two international bestselling memoirs, The Wolf of Wall Street and Catching the Wolf of Wall
Street, have been published in over forty countries and translated into eighteen languages. His life story
has even been turned into a major motion picture, starring Leonardo DiCaprio and directed by Martin
Scorsese.
Jordan’s comprehensive training sessions are designed and customized to meet specific needs. His

engagements have ranged from introductory 3-hour talks, to 3-day, in-depth adult learning programs. He
has been engaged as a consultant, on an on-going basis, to implement robust programs that actively and
massively grow an organization’s marketing and sales results.
Using his signature direct, humorous and passionate teaching style, Jordan Belfort instructs the Straight
Line Persuasion System principles and educates your team on how to use the most powerful business
development strategies ever devised. The results speak for themselves.

Jordan's talks

Straight Line Selling System
For over twenty years Jordan Belfort’s company ‘Straight Line System’ has produced
extraordinary financial results for thousands of companies worldwide in all areas of business.
Belfort’s Straight Line System is designed to align the key forces necessary for success in any
business environment.
Individuals and teams will learn the elements of the inner game of business success as well as
the specific strategies and techniques necessary to effectively build, manage, promote and grow
organisations at the highest level. Belfort’s comprehensive training sessions can be structured to
meet your specific needs.
His engagements have ranged from introductory 3-hour talks to 3-day, in-depth training programs,
to ongoing consultation on how to actively and massively grow the marketing and sales results of
your organisation.
Using his signature direct, humorous and passionate style, Belfort will train your team how to use
the most powerful business system ever devised. Jordan Belfort speaker, the result speaks for
themselves.
The Wolf of Wall Street
After building one of the most dynamic and successful sales-organisations in Wall Street history,
business tycoon Jordan Belfort is now unleashing his techniques and knowledge to help people
achieve a combination of organisational and personal success.
From barely surviving his rise and fall as an American entrepreneurial icon, thousands of people
have benefited from hearing Belfort’s story of redemption. Belfort will assist both people and
organisations in breaking through whatever barriers hold them back from achieving success, and
to attain goals they never dreamed possible.
His drive, energy, and guidance provide audiences with the necessary elements to make them
business contenders in their markets and standouts of their industries.
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